
Global Events
Much of the action in the global markets was driven 
by developments in trade talks, fed interest decision 
and economic data releases. While there were 
positive signs on easing trade tensions the investors 
gained confidence by the announcement of US 
Treasury Secretary that the trade talks were set to 
resume on Oct 7, 2019. Additionally, even though Fed 
cut interest for second time in its September policy 
but the indication given that there may not be further 
rate cuts instead Quantitative Easing maybe used as 
a new tool to pump the economic growth opened up 
the new possibilities for the investors.

The economic data releases displayed a mixed 

picture. 
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Indian Market Events
Domestically the markets were driven by Global 
developments, Brent crude prices and FM 
announcements. The easing of the trade tensions led 
to Brent crude prices to surge, the prices further 
surged after strike on Saudi Arabia oil facility 
threatened to cut down 5% of Global supplies during 
which the India 10Y reached high of 6.79%. 
Additionally FM's announcement on corporate tax 
relaxations once again ignited the concerns over 
additional sovereign borrowings and fiscal slippage. 
In other developments, Government kept its H2 
borrowing schedule unchanged providing relief on 
the fiscal front. RBI in its Bi-Monthly policy 
unanimously decided to reduce the repo rate by 
25bps to 5.15% bringing the cumulative easing to 
135bps in this cycle so far. The MPC also decided to 
continue with an accommodative stance as long as it 
is necessary to revive growth, while ensuring that 
inflation remains within the target. The tone of the 
policy remained dovish and MPC seemed concerned 
about the growth outlook.

CPI 2.4% from 2.2% in the previous month
boosted by a surge in healthcare costs
and increases in prices for airline tickets,
recreation and used cars and trucks

Existing home sales and housing starts,
and the September homebuilders' survey
beat expectations

Economic Activity Data

Housing-related
indicators

Promising signals on tariffs and trade combined with 
positive data boosted the treasury yields. The US 10Y 
rose by 17bps to close the month at 1.66% after 
reaching an intra month high of 1.9%. Driven by the 
mixed economic data releases and fueled by 
weakness in other economies, dollar index closed 
higher at 99.02 against the previous month close of 
98.86.
Elsewhere ECB (European Central Bank) approved a 
fresh stimulus package as expected by cutting 
deposit rate to a record low -0.5% from -0.4% and 
restarting bond purchases of 20 billion euros a month 
from November. Also, BOJ and BOE kept their interest 
rates unchanged. While BOJ decided to take a review 
on economy in Oct policy, BOE warned Brexit delay 
could hurt growth. 

Source: Bloomberg and Investing.com

Even though economic data releases stay 

comfortable and make case for further rate cuts, the 

global developments and overhang of excess bond 

supply kept the investors cautious following which 

the India 10Y G-sec rose by 14bps to close the month 

at 6.70% levels. The corporate bond segment 

followed the trajectory of G-sec markets witnessing 

similar rise of 10-15bps across the tenures. In the 

money market segment at the beginning of the 

month markets saw value buying and yields 

softening, however in the second half as the system 

liquidity tested the low levels of Rs 37,000 crores the 

markets yields hardened, the trend reversed in the 

last trading session and dropped by around 10-12bps 

in anticipation of rate cut and general quarter end 

phenomenon.

Economic
parameters Comments

CPI inflation
(August)

Rose marginally to 3.2% on back of food
prices

GDP Collections stood at Rs 91,916 crores a
contraction of 2.7% over last year, pushing
the required run rate to Rs 125,000 crores
for rest of FY20

Of the 17 items included in the index for
manufactured products, nine saw disinflation
in August and IIP growth rose to 4.3%

IIP

Economic Activity

ISM manufacturing
PMI

Data

Remained static at 3.7% suggesting
trade tensions which have pressured
manufacturing could be spilling over labor
market

Dropped to 47.8 from 49.1

weaker-than-anticipated 130,000 jobs
addition in August

Unemployment rate

Job Creation

Services PMI Remained flat at 50.9

WPI (August) Remained unchanged at 1.08%.



Macro Economic Indicators (India)

Indicators
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Source: CCIL, data as of th30  September, 2019.

Inflation (CPI %) August 2019 August 2018

July 2018

3.21% 3.69%

Source: Bloomberg, th30  September, 2019.
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Market Outlook
Going ahead the markets are likely to be guided by 
the narrative from major central banks and trade talk 
developments between US and China. Domestically 
markets will keep a close watch on how Government 

makes up for the shortfall of revenue loss and further 
measures on economic revival. Also with normal 
monsoon, drop in oil prices and hopes of another rate 
cut by RBI, yields are likely to trend lower but with 
increased volatility. 

3M CP 1Y CP 3MCD 1Y CD 10Y G-sec

Source: Bloomberg, 
th30  September, 2019.
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